12 November 2021
Dear Parents
Two standout events bookmark each end of this week. Last Saturday’s Channing Association
Fireworks Night was a wonderful celebration - not just of Guy Fawkes Night but also of the
school community, gathering together from all year groups for the first time in 18 months. I
was very happy to have the chance to chat to so many of you (and very much enjoyed my stint
behind the bar, too!). My thanks go to Zena Watt, Chair of the Channing Association, and her
fabulous band of parent volunteers who worked so hard to make the evening such a success.
You can see her write-up and some photos in the section below.
Today saw a very different kind of celebration as we marked Remembrance Day with our annual
assembly. Our A level Politics students chose to look at the experience of Walter Tull, one of
Britain’s first black footballers, who gave up his sporting career with Tottenham Hotspur to fight
in the First World War. Commissioned as an officer in 1917, he led troops in Italy and was
recommended for a bravery medal which he never received. He died in 1918 but the campaign
for him to receive the Military Cross carries on to this day. We also enjoyed some beautiful
singing from Yasmin and the Last Post played by Hattie. My thanks to them, the presenters and
to Mrs Devine for organising such a thoughtful and moving event.
Those of you who follow my Twitter account (@ChanningHM) will have seen that Languages
Week kicked off in Monday’s assembly with poetry recitals from our KS3, KS4 and A level
linguists. It was wonderful to hear their fluency and expression in French, German, Spanish and
Mandarin - I await the results of the competition at Mark Reading on the last day of term! You
know how much we love languages at Channing and I’m excited that we are expanding our
pioneering Adelante programme to include French and German alongside Spanish, with
Mandarin and Russian set to join our extracurricular offering too.
In the assembly we heard from Dr Charlotte Ryland of The Queen’s College, Oxford, founding
Director of The Queen’s College Translation Exchange and Director of the Stephen Spender
Trust, which runs an annual poetry translation competition. She spoke compellingly about the
value of languages and the skills linguists use daily as a matter of course. I was particularly taken
with the idea that “When you learn another language you gain another head and another voice”
and her emphasis on translation as the heart of language learning. As she pointed out, when we
translate we are doing many things simultaneously: seeing the world from another perspective;
thinking about the audience and how to get the message across to them; solving a technical
problem of grammar and vocabulary and, of course, being creative.
She also talked about why the learning of languages suits people with skills and interests in
other subjects. Mathematicians are adept at codes and decoding while scientists are

experimental and ever-questioning, both invaluable attributes when mastering aspects of
translation. Those who are keen writers and artists are already translating the world around
them into words and images, which languages do in a different way. In essence languages are
lots of subjects in one, covering literature, politics and current affairs, film studies and more. I
remember vividly discussing Umweltverschmutzung (environmental pollution) and the effect of
acid rain on Germany’s forests during my own A level - sadly a topic which remains just as
relevant now.
The range of activities, trips and workshops organised by the Modern Languages department
this week have reinforced the idea that languages can sit alongside all kinds of subjects, being
both useful and enjoyable. Our French, German and Spanish students have benefited from an
extraordinary array of speakers including a World Health Organisation representative,
marketing executive, software engineer and research scientist who talked about their use of
languages in space engineering, as well as from the diplomatic corps. Our Year 9 Germanists
met a student of Biomedical Science with German who is studying at UCL and Heidelberg
University - a higher education option which might not perhaps occur to our students
automatically. And just to underline that languages are fun as well as educational,Year 7 played
a world trade game in their Spanish lessons, we’ve had a flamenco workshop and the German
students have been baking traditional biscuits too!
As if we needed any more evidence of the benefit of languages, a new University of Cambridge
study published this week shows that students who identify as multilingual tend to perform
better in GCSE exams - including in non-language subjects - regardless of whether they are
fluent in the second language. Interestingly the correlation is strongest for those who
self-identify as multilingual, and even more interesting was that some of the children known to
speak another language at home did not class themselves as multilingual when asked. According
to the report’s authors, just having the experience of other languages doesn’t necessarily
translate into a multilingual identity because the experience may not be valued by the student.
In considering reasons for the findings they conclude, “It may be that children who see
themselves as multilingual have a sort of growth mindset which impacts on wider attainment.”
The value we place on the learning of languages is evident and I know it is also well-supported
by you. It would be interesting to know how many of our students consider themselves to be
multilingual because they learn or speak one or more languages at school or home. It chimes
well with our emphasis on having a growth mindset, neatly encapsulated in our work on
developing Fearless Learners at Channing. I leave you with one last thought from Dr Ryland,
which I found rather beautiful: “You always know where you are when you are at home in
language.”
With warmest wishes for the weekend,
Lindsey Hughes
Headmistress

The Week Ahead

Anti Bullying Week
Monday 15 November 2021
Year 13 Politics Conference 'US Politics Today 2021'
12:50 Year 12 & 13 English Literary Society talk from Dr Hannah Crawforth, SFS
16:00 Musical Rehearsal, AC
16:30 Careers Interview Skills Evening
Tuesday 16 November 2021
08:45 Years 7 - 11 flu vaccinations, FH
09:00 Netball U13 v Open Invite @ FHSW (Battersea Park)
15:30 Year 12 Volunteers - Reading Session at Brookfield Primary School
16:00 Musical Rehearsal, AC
Wednesday 17 November 2021
08:45 Flu vaccinations reserve date
16:05 Brookfield Primary School - Maths Problem Solving Activity
16:05 Brookfield Primary School - Science Club Activity
Thursday 18 November 2021
13:40 Final rehearsal for Autumn Concert, St Joseph's
19:30 Autumn Concert, St Joseph's
Friday 19 November 2021
09:00 Netball U15 v Open Invite @ FHSW (Battersea Park)
10:30 Year 13 English students - Virtual Lectures on 'Hamlet', Brunner House Seminar Room

Reminders
We have had several contacts from members of the public this week, reporting that Channing
students have run across roads from behind buses and from between parked vehicles at the end
of the school day. Please reinforce with your child the importance of road safety and in
particular to use designated crossings on and around Highgate Hill. The ongoing waterworks
and temporary traffic lights are adding to both congestion and driver frustration: as the nights
draw in these add to the potential dangers for pupils who cross the road without thinking.

Girls Enjoying Success
Channing Fireworks 2021
Tickets for the Channing Fireworks were in high demand this year and on Saturday night 1600
Channing parents, pupils, friends and staff arrived at the playing fields on Stanhope Road to
enjoy an evening of drinking, eating, dancing, catching up with friends and of course the
magnificent 20 minute display. It was wonderful to see everyone together again, having been
forced to cancel last year's event. Thank you to everyone who bought a ticket and to those who
turned up on Sunday morning to help clear up. See you all again next year.
Zena Watt
Channing Association

Sports News
Middlesex Netball Finals
Congratulations to the U14 and U16 teams who have both now been confirmed as finalists in
this year's Middlesex Schools' Netball competition. The finals will be held in March 2022.
U14 National Schools Netball
Best wishes to the U14 Netball team who are competing in the Middlesex round of the
National Schools Netball tournament on Sunday.
U19 Independent Schools Netball Cup (ISNC)
Congratulations to the U19 Netball team who played Surbiton High School in the 3rd round of
the ISNC on Monday. The first two quarters were incredibly close with only two goals between
the teams. Surbiton took the lead and held on to beat Channing 63-51. Well done to all who
played!
U16 Football vs South Hampstead High School
Despite a slow start, conceding two early nervous goals in the first 10 minutes, the U16 team
played some outstanding football to win the match 4 - 2. Congratulations to all of the students
that played, with special mentions to the goalscorers Tabitha J, who impressed with a hat trick,
and Ava P. Maddie S was also impressive organising the defence. Well done!

Geography News - COP26
At Senior Geography Society it was fascinating to hear Asimina Syriou,
Project Manager at the European Space Agency, Jonathan Riggall,
Director at Stantec, Laura Fitzgerald, Associate Director Transport
Planning at Mode Transport Planning, in a panel discussion chaired by
the Royal Geographical Society. The conversation was about how
geographers can collaborate across sectors to combat climate change
in light of COP26. We were fortunate that the panel answered lots of
our questions. The key message was to keep the conversation on
climate change going.
Music at Lunchtime
Musical fireworks were the order of the day for our Music at Lunchtime to end our first week
back. With performances from students in Year 7 to 13 it was lovely to see the whole
community represented. The singers Susie D, Margo R, Alanna F and Celia G treated us to a
huge and delightful variety of songs ranging from ‘My Grandfather's Clock', ‘Any Dream Will
Do’ and 'Poor Wayfaring Stranger' to 'Vieni o mio diletto' by Vivaldi. Eve C delighted us again
with her Double Bass and 'A Deep Song' by J Walton. This short, sonorous and melodic piece
provided ample opportunity to explore the rich depths of this instrument. It was left to Imogen
B (Violin) whose pyrotechnic finger and bow work in ‘Fantasie No7’ by Telemann sent us off
with a sparkle in our eyes. Do listen to the recital here:
https://soundcloud.com/channing-school/sets/music-at-lunchtime-friday-5th-november

Drama News
On Tuesday evening,Year 11 GCSE Drama
students completed their Component 1
performance examination. Presenting four
provocative and impactful pieces of political
theatre, the performances were researched and
developed from real life social issues. Students
used a range of Brecht's 'Epic Theatre'
techniques to present their work, with the
content spanning a range of political topics
including gun control, gambling, corruption
amongst politicians, online privacy and gender
based violence.
Bertolt Brecht once said "It is not enough to demand insight and informative images of reality
from the theatre. Our theatre must stimulate a desire for understanding, a delight in changing
reality." The quality of the performances and the pressing questions they raised, certainly gave
the audience pause for thought.

Politics News
This week in Politics Society,Year 12 Politics students Emily M and Meaghan gave a presentation
on the monarchy and discussed its role in modern society, its costs and controversies relating
to it. They then led a discussion prompted by open questions regarding the monarchy and
whether it can claim to represent the British public, finishing with a debate on whether the
monarchy should be abolished.
Languages Week Reports
This has been the biggest and best Languages Week at Channing yet. Our usual classes have
been suspended to allow our students to take part in exciting cultural events.
The MFL Poetry Competition was in our Monday morning assembly and kicked off the week.
This was the third and final round of the competition and the students’ performances were
inspiring. Congratulations to:

Key Stage 3
● Rory D (French)
● Elizabeth S (German)
● Thea F (Spanish)
Key Stage 4
● Rosie P(French)
● Margo G (German)
● Bluebell H (Spanish)
Key Stage 5
● Alia K (French)
● Lucie B (Spanish)
● Maria K (Mandarin)
The winner will be announced in Mark Reading at the end of term.
Year 7 Spanish - World Trade Game
In this cultural event, groups were assigned a Latin American country and given a fact file about
the types of materials that they export. They had varying budgets, according to the wealth of
their countries, and had to buy materials from the teacher to create a prototype of a product
that they would sell. They then decided in their teams who would be the buyers and sellers.
The creativity was amazing!

Year 8 Spanish - Spread the Word
Our keynote speaker, Alison Prunier, spoke to pupils about the role of languages within the
World Health Organisation. Pupils were then tasked with creating a character for the WHO,
writing a tweet and creating a preventative poster on one of the following topics:
○ Dog with rabies
○ Safe drinking water
○ The importance of vaccinations
○ Road safety
Year 9 German - Goethe Institut Visit
On 8 November, along with around 19 other German students, Frau Stöckmann, Frau
Pavlopoulos and I got on the Tube into London to visit the Goethe Institut. The Goethe Institut
is a German cultural association which operates globally with 159 institutes, promoting the
study of the German language abroad and encouraging international cultural exchange and
relations.

Image of Goethe Institut London

We came down to eat an early lunch in the dining hall before assembling to practise our
German headcount as we prepared to leave (each of us with a different number to call out in
German). Then with Frau Stöckmann leading the way and Frau Pavlopoulos bringing up the rear
we headed down to Archway station, chatting excitedly. We then poured onto two trains
before we exited at South Kensington station. In the very short walk to our final destination we
took in the beautiful location, admiring the Natural History Museum’s festive lights and
Christmas Tree. We soon arrived and took a group picture to preserve the moment before we
proceeded up the stairs into the building. The walls were vibrant and the people were
welcoming and we were greeted immediately by our guide who told us a bit about the Institut.

The colourful interior of the Goethe Institut

We then had a talk by a student named Daisy, who studies at Imperial College London and who
took time out of her busy schedule to talk to us about her experiences of studying German and
Science at university. She talked engagingly to us as the audience, explaining her course,
exchange trips, experience when working in Germany, work-life balance and so much more. She
explained herself with such clarity and enthusiasm and we all couldn't help but take in every
word. I and, I know everyone else listening, was fascinated and we all asked many questions
which she informatively responded to. Overall I personally think this talk was the most
interesting and engaging talk I have heard. We all thoroughly enjoyed and benefited from it.

Imperial College London

Next we went upstairs to visit the library where we were able to have a look around. There
were thousands of books from all different genres and it even had books to support the learning
of German and fun German magazines. The library also had an interactive installation called Seat
#12. This seat, pictured below, was created to rely on teamwork and communication to
function (it tipped if unbalanced) and as you can imagine we all enjoyed having a go.

Interactive art installation, Seat #12 in the Library

We then went outside to sit and eat our snacks and were surprised with the German branded
‘Choco Leibniz’ biscuits, Lindt chocolates and ladybird chocolates which correlates to our class
name: ‘ Die Marienkäfer’ (the ladybirds
). I was then further surprised as everyone sang happy
birthday to me (in German of course) as my birthday had been the day before. I was kindly
gifted a German mask which I wore on the journey home.

🐞

Our German snacks

Our final activity of the trip was watching the movie Das Wunder von Bern (The Miracle of
Bern), a 2003 film directed by Sönke Wortmann. It tells the story of a young boy and his
depressed ex-POW father, and the unexpected West German miracle victory in the 1954
World Cup Final in Bern, Switzerland. This was my first time watching a movie in German with
English subtitles and I really enjoyed it. I think it was a great way to combine education with
enjoyment and a great way to conclude the trip.

Das Wunder von Bern

Overall I had a really great time and so would like to thank both Frau Stöckmann and Frau
Pavlopoulos for taking us.
Thandie H,Year 9

Year 9 French - Cinema workshop
On Wednesday,Year 9 French pupils had an online workshop with Muriel Huet, a French
speaking educational consultant at the British Film Institute. Through the use of two short films
‘Les Crayons’ (The Pencils) and ‘Le Baiser’ ( The Kiss), Muriel showed them the importance of
soundtracks, camera shots and angles and of course plot twists for short films. The workshop,
which was led in French, had a range of activities. Pupils had to guess the film genre simply by
listening to the soundtrack, they identified different camera shots, they wrote scripts, described
characters and reviewed the films. The workshop gave them the opportunity to use the French
language in a fun and interactive way, they learnt new vocabulary and they gained a greater
insight into what key elements a short film should have.

Year 10 Spanish - Marketing workshop
Our keynote speaker, Sally Fagan, spoke about the role of languages in the world of marketing,
especially in the transcreation of a product. Pupils had to rebrand ‘Jelly Babies’ with a Spanish
name, slogan and advert.
Year 10 French - History of Art workshop
During this year’s Languages Week, our French
class met with Alice Odin, a member of the
Courtauld institute of Art to discuss various
pieces of French art virtually, including Edouard
Manet’s ‘A Bar at the Folies-Bergère’. We began
by discussing the main components of the painting
in French, going on to sketch our own
impressions of the artwork. Additionally,
prompted by paintings such as ‘The Theatre Box’,
we went on to discuss the French
post-impressionist art movement as a whole
whilst being encouraged to look further than just
what we could see in the painting. Overall, the workshop gave us an insight into French history
and culture, allowing us to explore the language we are studying even further.
Erica M,Year 10

Year 11 Spanish - Space Hotel
Jack Lidgley is a software engineer and research scientist who spoke about how he has used his
Spanish language skills throughout his career. Students learnt about some of the obstacles to
space travel and ways to overcome them. They had to design their own space hotel and
perform a promotional advertisement in Spanish.
Year 10, 11, 12 and 13 - Dr Philip Hirsch
As part of Languages Week, students with an
interest in the fields of diplomacy and/or
languages attended a talk from Dr Phillip Hirsch
of the German Embassy. This fascinating talk
covered the principle of diplomacy and various
projects he has undertaken, including one in
the Middle East where he worked to prevent
violent extremism. Dr Hirsch also made clear
the power and importance of language as a tool
to connect with others, and emphasised how
making an effort to learn somebody’s language
can be a sign of respect (even if you are not
completely successful!). The talk was extremely insightful for those considering a career in
diplomacy, and gave us more of an understanding of the opportunities unlocked by learning a
language.
Annabel G,Year 13
Year 9, 12 & 13 Spanish - flamenco workshop
Students learnt about the history of the flamenco tradition and then some basic moves. ¡Olé!

Chemistry News
On Wednesday 10 November, a team of four budding chemists took part in the preliminary
round of the Royal Society of Chemistry's Top of the Bench competition. This was the first year
that this competition has been held virtually, with the Channing team accessing questions via a
zoom link and completing their answers to a short deadline for each round. Maria K (Year 11),
Margo G (Year 10), Rory D (Year 9) and Lucy G (Year 9) worked successfully as a team to solve
a range of complex puzzles, and were able to recall information from a variety of topics ranging
from environmental chemistry to chemical forensics. Whilst they missed out on a top three
place this time around, Dr Spinks was impressed with the maturity, resilience and
problem-solving skills displayed by our team; well done!

Teaching & Learning News - Fearless Learners are Resilient
This week we continue to look at the most up to date educational research that will help
students, teachers and parents understand the attitudes and behaviours of Fearless Learners.
Failure is a central part of learning, but its associated connections need to be reconceptualised
as a learning opportunity. Many children feel that:

Mistakes = bad = avoid at all costs….
Tip: Help your child to understand that mistakes and setbacks at some stage are inevitable, and
provide them with the strategies to capitalise on them. This will build up their resilience. Take
time to talk to them about how to improve both their physical and mental well-being. This will
equip them with the energy and skills needed to navigate tough times. Discussing skills such as
self-reflection and how to set appropriate goals will also benefit them.
You can read a simple summary of the research around student resilience here and a more
detailed version here from Inner Drive. Thanks to Inner Drive for their support with this
initiative. #fearlesslearners

News from the Junior School
Please see our social media accounts to keep up to date with what’s going on at Fairseat.
Follow us on: Channing Instagram Account , Channing Twitter Account , Channing Facebook
Account and Miss_Dina_Hamalis Instagram Account .

Channing Archives
Armistice Day having just passed, one is encouraged to remember, reflect and appreciate one's
surroundings. With that in mind we would like to share this charming picture of the gardens and
conservatory at Fairseat House: although many years have passed since this picture was drawn,
the sense of tranquility remains.

